












FY2021/03 3Q Total Result – Comparison with FY2020/03 3Q total result

>>Factors behind the change in net sales and capacity utilization: ¥5.0 bn decrease
- Mainly attributable to GA

>>Profitability: ¥5.5 bn increase
- Around 2/3 is attributable to SPE and most of the rest is caused by FT

>>Fixed costs: ¥4.5 bn increase
- Each business segment, including HD, took measures on fixed cost reduction



• The SPE business contributed just under 75% of the group’s consolidated sales.
Looking at a breakdown by region, the Asia and Oceania region had the most sales, 
accounting for just over 50%



• 3Q orders increased in all segments from 2Q
• 4Q orders guidance

- SPE: we expect it to be the same level as 3Q
- FT: we expect it to be anterior half of double-digit billion yen













• Total assets stood at ¥373.9 bn

• Assets:
Assets stood at ¥373.9 bn, an increase of ¥25.9 bn, compared with March 31, 2020. This was
largely due to an increase in cash and time deposits and an increase in investment 

securities as a result of a rise in the market value of stock held.

• Total liabilities and total net assets:
- Total liabilities amounted to ¥178.1 bn, up ¥4.3 bn, compared with the end of the previous

fiscal year. This was mainly attributable to an increase in notes and accounts payable
including electronically recorded obligations, and in advances received, despite 
a decrease in short-term loans payable.

- Total net assets amounted to ¥195.8 bn, up ¥21.6 bn from March 31, 2020. This was mainly 
attributable to an increase in valuation difference on available-for-sale securities due to 
a rise in the market value of stock held and the recording of quarterly profit attributable to
owners of parent, despite payment of cash dividends.

• As a result, the equity ratio as of December 31, 2020 stood at 52.3%





FY2021/03 Business forecast：Highlights of each segment
• SPE: OP is expected to reach return to ¥24.0 bn, returning to the 10% level for the first time 

in latest two fiscal years.
• GA, FT: Gradually recovering and profitability forecast for FY2021 is revised upwardly, 

despite of COVID-19 impact in1H, especially in1Q.
• Others: Mainly in the area including HD's new businesses, the deficit is expected to be 

reduced to around ¥3.5 bn. loss.





FY2021/03 Forecast in January – Comparison with FY2020/03 result

>>Factors behind the change in net sales and capacity utilization: ¥3.0 bn decrease
- Mainly attributable to GA

>>Profitability: ¥9.0 bn increase
- Around 3/4 is attributable to SPE and most of the rest is caused by FT

>>Fixed costs: ¥2.5 bn increase
- Most of the increase is attributable to GA and secondly by SPE

FY2021/03 Forecast in January – Comparison with FY2021/03 forecast in October

>>Factors behind the change in net sales and capacity utilization: ¥0.0 bn increase
- Mostly unaffected

>>Profitability: ¥1.5 bn increase
- SPE and FT are almost 1/2 each

>>Fixed costs: ¥1.5 bn increase
- Mainly in SPE and FT




























